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P R E F A C E

A  N O T E  F R O M  T H E  C H A N N E L

“After a near-death experience,  my whole
life changed. The things I thought were

important before suddenly seemed so
trivial .  I  started to reconnect to the
intuitive powers I  had when I was a

child,  and I released all  of  the fear I felt
in response to those powers.  I  was led to a

straight-talking shaman who told me I
would always be depressed if  I  didn't

learn to accept my ability to "walk
between the worlds,"  and she was right.
Synchronistically,  I  was presented with
many teachers and healers on my path

after my meeting with the Shaman, and
so my journey into channeling began.” 

 
We Are Ascending, the channel for The

Ascension Guides
- We Are Ascending,
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I am We Are Ascending, and I am a channel who gives channeled

readings, channels meditations, and channels texts that are

intended to support the healing and ascension of those who seek

it for themselves. I go by We Are Ascending because I feel this

channeling work really has very little to do with me, and

everything to do with the Guides that are being channeled and the

incarnated beings that are calling upon them for guidance. 

I am simply a conduit for the conversations the guides and those

calling upon them are meant to have. I am simply a helper and

am following what I believe is my calling as I "walk along the path

of my greatest good," as The Ascension Guides like to say.

The guides that are being channeled in this text describe

themselves as "The Ascension Guides of those who have called

upon us." They are teachers in spirit ready to support the healing

and ascension of all incarnated beings who invite and invoke their

own healing and growth.

PREFACE

A  N O T E  F R O M  T H E

C H A N N E L
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I've asked the Guides why they do this work through me before,

and they have said that they gain just as much from this transfer

of energy as we do, we are family in many ways and they care for

us very much, and that all energies are connected, so as we

ascend, so too does the collective. I have only ever received pure

love, support, and understanding from the Guides in my own

communication with them and during my experiences channeling

for others. 

When I channel, I start with a prayer and a meditation, then I

allow the Guides sanctioned by my Higher Self to communicate

with me through my Crown Chakra. I start to receive words

without knowing what will come next, then as I speak aloud the

words I have received, more flow in behind them. The beings are

not inhabiting my body, but simply communicating with me

telepathically as I pass on their messages. 

I can feel the love they are sending others as I channel their

messages, and the feeling of pure love and healing they are

sending them is beyond explanation. It feels like the love I felt

when I had my own near-death experience.

The messages in this text focus on creation and manifestation.

Tools, messages, and explanations are given to help the reader

accept and utilize their ability to heal, grow, and "create that

which they wish to experience," as The Ascension Guides put it. 

This text was channeled verbally, recorded, then transcribed into

this ebook. None of the content was changed or edited and

everything in this book appears exactly as it was channeled.



I N T R O D U C T I O N

Y O U  A R E  A L W A Y S  C R E A T I N G

“Close your eyes and see a meadow.
You've created this meadow, and just as

you've created this meadow, your
thoughts,  actions,  emotions,  and beliefs

create all  that surrounds you in what you
call  the physical world,  the real world,  or

what we call  the plane of consciousness
you are currently focusing on.” 

 
- The Ascension Guides of  those who have

called upon us

- The Ascension Guides
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One creates through the building of the world around them. How

do you build a world if not on steady foundation? Find your

beliefs, find the blocks on which you have built your world, and

reexamine them. What beliefs do you have about yourself? What

beliefs do you have about your parents, your family, your friends,

your coworkers, your compatriots, those that you say live beyond

the borders of your town, city, state, nation, those that have taught

you, those that have learned with you, those that have helped you,

and those that you say have hurt you. What do you believe about

them? Everything you believe about others is what you believe

about yourself. 

Are there beliefs that you hold about them that you would not like

to turn on yourself? Those beliefs must be reexamined to shore

up the foundation from which you are building your city, your

creation, and the experience you will have. 

INTRODUCTION

Y O U  A R E  A L W A Y S

C R E A T I N G



What beliefs do you hold about your job, your intelligence, your

body, your health, your ability, your knowledge, your intuition,

your feelings, your mind, your ability to create what you want to

create? Examine these beliefs. Are these beliefs offering you hope,

offering you guidance toward a better future in whatever way you

define that, or are they creating within you fear, anxiety, guilt,

anger, judgement, or blame? You cannot build anything as you

give your power away to others whether that be people,

structures, or beliefs. 

You cannot create through power if you give all of your power

away through the beliefs that you hold. If you think your job

leaves you no time to create than you will never create. If you

believe your boss dislikes you and will never give you a

promotion than you will never create that promotion. If you

believe the government has created systems in which you can

never flourish than you will never be able to create a world in

which you flourish, a life in which you flourish, beliefs from

which you can flourish. 
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These are examples of ways many give their power away to

others. Power is something you have to hold, create, and use

within yourself. The power to create all that you want to see

around you in your existence. It is not something you hold over

others. Many people shy away from the word power, but when

you see it as a tool you use to create your reality for yourself it is

something no one could ever take away from you and no one

could ever hold over someone else. That version of power that

others use to subjugate is something you should call fear. Only

fear drives others to try to pin people down. When you see people

or structures that are engaging in this behavior as fearful, working

out of fear, and driven by fear, you will release your judgement

for those structures and people. All are simply one. All are pieces

of the same whole. 

Judging another is judging yourself. Judging another is taking on

that reality for yourself. Releasing judgement gives you the

freedom to create what you want to experience in your reality. 
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P A R T  I

U N D E R S T A N D I N G  Y O U R
B E L I E F S

“When you become stuck to the patterns,
beliefs ,  behaviors,  thoughts,  and

explanations that have bore only disdain
and distrust toward all  that you

experience,  you must return to that which
will  always be loving and true; your

connection to all  that is .  When you know
that you are connected to all  that is ,  you

feed the collective all  that it  is  needing to
create and reflect back to you harmony,

abundance,  joy,  peace,  and your ability to
create anything you can see and feel .”  

 
- The Ascension Guides of  those who have

called upon us 

- The Ascension Guides
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Understanding yourself and the beliefs that you hold, how they

affect your world around you, and how you can alter those beliefs

to allow you to create that which you wish to experience, is the

very first step of moving towards a creation of your own that is

malleable in each moment. You can create exactly what you

believe you would like to see, experience, enjoy, then realize in

the next moment, what you thought would make you happy,

calm, playful, and loving, is not exactly what you wish to

experience any longer. This is the ladder of life. These stepping

stones show you where you are meant to go, where you want to

go, what you wish to create, and what you wish to experience.

Each rung of the ladder is necessary. Simply because you realize

there is a rung that comes after does not invalidate the one you

are on. Create from your heart in each moment and you will

always be led to a deeper understanding of yourself and the

experiences you wish to enjoy. 

PART I
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U N D E R S T A N D I N G  Y O U R

B E L I E F S



P A R T  I I

R E S H A P I N G  Y O U R  B E L I E F S

“All  of  the tools  you are needing to
release anxiety,  fear,  guilt ,  and

attachment to beliefs  that are no longer
needed to walk along the path of your

greatest  good, are making their way to
you now. Listen to the signs all  around
you, and set your intention on finding
and accepting the messages your higher
self  and team in spirit  are seeding into
your everyday experience.  Call  on us to

help you get all  of  the tools  you are
needing to heal,  love yourself ,  and create

all  that you are meant to enjoy,  then
simply trust the information that

repeatedly makes it  way to you from
wherever it  may come.” 

 
- The Ascension Guides of  those who have

called upon us
- The Ascension Guides
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The second step of creation is taking the beliefs you have

identified that you wish to release and creating tools to release

your minds attachment to these beliefs. You will do this first

simply by noticing thoughts that back up that belief that you wish

to release. Thoughts that are tied to that belief. Noticing these

thoughts is the first useful step in releasing them. When you

notice these thoughts, do not be hard on yourself. Do not make

yourself feel guilty for having them. Noticing them is your path to

releasing them. 

You can feel happiness and joy in the knowingness that your

attention being drawn to these thoughts is a step forward. A step

forward to releasing beliefs that no longer serve the path you are

on. The path towards creating an experience that feeds you

everything you are needing from within, without the expectation

of getting that validation externally from others around you or

situations outside of your control. 

PART II
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R E S H A P I N G  Y O U R

B E L I E F S



After you have begun to notice these thoughts that back up these

beliefs you wish to release, you can replace them with I AM

statements that uphold the beliefs that better serve the experience

you are wishing to create. If you’ve realized you have a belief that

you need to accomplish some goal to make yourself feel worthy

of rest, worthy of the admiration of others, or worthy of anything

else, when you feel these thoughts come up that tell you, “I need

to be doing this to make myself feel worthy of X,” you can tell

yourself, “I am worthy exactly as I am, I am worthy because I am,

I am worthy, I am worthy, I am worthy.” You can create an I AM

statement in the moment to counterbalance any thought that is

based in a belief you wish to release. Create an I AM statement

that is true to you, that excites you. Use the language that feels

exciting and true to you. I AM statements do not need to be holy,

to be spiritual, they do not need to have an aire which does not

feel true to who you are, how you speak, and the way you wish to

engage with yourself and your higher self. 

Speak these statements in whatever way excites you. Create these

statements from the heart. 
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P A R T  I I I

H E A L I N G  &  C R E A T I N G
B E L I E F S

“We are always with you, always
whispering through your soul,  but we
understand your mind tells  you not to

trust the murmurings of  your heart.  Say a
prayer that feels  true to you, then allow
guidance to f low through you as you are
writing. That is  how we speak to those
who want our guidance,  but do not yet
trust the murmurings of  their heart.” 

 
- The Ascension Guides of  those who have

called upon us
- The Ascension Guides
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We call this the third step of creating, but in actuality you will

engage in this step while you are identifying these beliefs that you

wish to release, building the beliefs that you are ready to root into

the ground from which you will create the new experience you

wish to have, and using I AM statements or other tools to release

the beliefs that you wish to release when they crop up in your

mind as thoughts. The third step is to journal and write. Journal

on the causes, events, and feelings that created the beliefs you

wish to release. Journal on the way those beliefs have cropped up

in your life since then. When you have a clear idea, a clear feeling,

of what brought these beliefs on, what triggered these beliefs, and

how they have exhibited themselves in your life since through the

way you act, the way you behave, the way you see the world, and

the way you interact with others, you can then easily identify how

those beliefs are no longer serving you and thank them for 

their service. 

PART II I  a .
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H E A L I N G  T H R O U G H

W R I T I N G



You must see how a belief was useful for you at the time and how

it led you to where you are now, with appreciation and gratitude

for the journey that belief has led you on, in order to truly release

it. You cannot release a belief if you hold guilt for having it. You

cannot release a behavior if you are fearful of continuing it.

Acknowledging that you needed that belief and that behavior up

until this point, and that the belief has done you a great service by

leading you to a place where you can identify it, release it, learn a

great lesson, and create a belief that is true to you and is helpful in

the creation of what you wish to experience, is a gift that you give

to yourself. Releasing a belief that you have gratitude for, but no

need for as you move forward in your journey, is easy because

you see its usefulness, and you see that you no longer need it. You

see what it has led you to, and where that path can lead you in the

here and now moment. 

In order to journal through the conscious mind and into accessing

the subconscious mind, all you need to do is sit with a piece of

paper before you, or sit with your computer before you, or your

telephone or whatever you will be writing with, and start writing

about that which you wish to examine. We guarantee you that

within three of four sentences, things will start to emerge from

the subconscious mind, guidance will start to emerge from your

higher self. You will be in communication and communion with

the pieces of yourself that are not accessible through the

conscious mind. Shocking revelations will come out in your

writing. Profound guidance will come out in your writing. This

will lead to epiphanies that you did not know you were needing,

that you did not know you were capable of creating for yourself in

a moment, instantaneously. This is a great tool to work through

the issues, traumas, and beliefs that you wish to release, which

brings us to the next version of journaling to help you in the

creation of your here and now moment in the way you wish to

experience it. 
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Now that you have used journaling to release beliefs that are no

longer serving you, you may use journaling to build beliefs from

which you can create the experience you wish to align with. First,

sit in silence, or lay, or stare off into the sky, and imagine.

Imagine all the things you wish to create for yourself. Know that

everything in your experience is able to be created for yourself

through your mind and your heart, and your belief in its

possibility. If you wish to feel love from someone else, imagine

feeling perfectly content with yourself and what love with another

would look like in that state of being when you have achieved this

contentedness with yourself. What qualities would that love have?

What important aspects would need to be present to pull yourself

into a love situation with another when you already have such

fulfillment in the love you have for yourself and with yourself.

That type of love will be different from the type you will create

and imagine if you are seeking validation from someone else

without giving it to yourself. 

PART II I  b .
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C R E A T I N G  T H R O U G H

W R I T I N G



This is what we mean when we say everything can be created

within you. You can create things that involve the world around

you and the people around you, but only from a state where you

are inhabiting that feeling within yourself. That fulfillment, that

worth, that acceptance and understanding of and with yourself,

for yourself. Imagine the job you wish to create, or the business

you wish to create, or the art you wish to create. Imagine that job,

that business, or that art, being created from a state of happiness

and fulfillment. You are creating those things for the pleasure of

it, because you already feel fulfilled without it. 

If you create the job from a place of needing it to feel

accomplished and worthy of the praise of others, then it will pale

in comparison to the job you will create when you are already

accomplished simply by being you. When you already have the

praise of yourself. 

Imagine the business you would create if you are creating it from

the sheer joy of engaging with this new innovation you wish to

share with the world because it is the truest expression of yourself.

If you are creating and imagining this business that will bring you

value in the eyes of others, money as a marker for your success, it

will pale in comparison to the business you could create if you

know that you are successful in all that you do simply by

expressing your truest nature, and that you are valuable in every

moment in every way as everyone else is simply by being,

learning, and growing. The business you will create from that

understanding will be exactly what you are meant to share with

the world, exactly what you are meant to learn through, enjoy and

experience for your souls development and personal joy.
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The art you will create when you are trying to imagine what

others want from you in order to gain their acknowledgement,

their attention and their love, will pale in comparison to the

emotion and inspiration you can feed the world through the

expression that feels truest to you. 

Image all that you wish to create on a personal level, on a daily

level, on a momentary level, and a long term vision of what you

wish to see in your life and in the world around you. Allow your

imagination to run wild. In your mind’s eye allow yourself to see

visually that which you wish to create. Allow yourself to get so

deep in this imagining, in this daydreaming, that you feel fulfilled

simply by imagining it. You will start to feel as if you already have

these things. They will start to become more possible to you in

your mind and in your heart. 

As they become more possible in your mind and in your heart,

you are already creating them and pulling them into your reality.

Your hope for the now and for the future is building within you,

your belief in the possibility is growing. 
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Take these visions that you have imagined and write them in two

different ways. Write them as if they have already come to

fruition. Write from the understanding that all you’ve imagined

creating has been created. Are you shocked? Are you happy? Are

your grateful? What do you want to create next? How does this

creation coming into your life make you feel? What has eased?

What has fallen away from your life simply by bringing this new

energy into your experience? Really get into the feeling of having

these creations that you have imagined and allow yourself to

explore what it is like to have them. What it is like to have built

them for yourself using your own belief, your own possibility,

your own trust, your own thoughts, and your own behaviors. 

The next way we would urge you to write this imagined reality

into existence is by writing down all that you have in your life

right now that you are grateful for. Gratitude is the vibration of

acceptance and of attraction. You will never create what you wish

to experience by cursing that which you have. Breathe gratitude

into every corner of your life, every situation in your life, every

person in your life, every experience in your life, through writing. 
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Use these tools to create that which you wish to experience, and

every moment will be ripe with possibility. 

Thank you, we love you, and so it is. 

- The Ascension Guides of those who have called upon us
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- The Ascension Guides


